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    As an LGBTQ student, I treasure the private safe haven of school. Although micro-

aggressions and mistaken stigmas roam throughout the hallways, my high school has become 

one of the scarce areas where I can freely express my sexual orientation without fear of 

retaliation. Home has become an estranged catalyst for inner conflict. Slurs and stereotypes 

engulf the walls, constant surveillance is the norm, and never does the word “gay” dare leave 

my mouth. But why? Why live a false identity? An identity that laughs when asked “Do you have 

a girlfriend yet?”, an identity with a scarred lip from constant biting, constant correction of 

possible dialogue, an identity that winces when called by his parents. It’s a simplistic reason. I 

do not feel safe or comfortable informing my parents of my sexual orientation for fear of losing 

my home, contact with the rest of my loved ones, and the implications, thereafter.  

With SB 242, this catastrophic scenario increases in probability exponentially. Under this 

bill, teachers are mandated to notify parents of a student’s sexual orientation and gender 

identity once made aware, and if teachers do not follow this protocol, they are in danger of being 

terminated or suspended without pay.  

This new bill would obliterate the ambiance of security in schools especially with officials 

primarily responsible in maintaining a protected environment for LGBTQ students. No longer will 

students be able to freely express their true identity in their academic sanctuary. Their 

vivacious, multicolored spirits will be imprisoned in monochromatic cages of fear. Because of 

this, focus will be deterred away from achieving intellectual growth and nourishing academic 

curiosity; students will be anxiously fixated on maintaining their orientation and/or gender 

identity a secret. Bullying has potential to thrive in this new setting with harassment being aimed 

at exposing the true identity of students. Additionally, slurs will evolve into extortion and 



burdening pressure, emotionally crippling students. No longer will school be a place for 

encouraged education, artistic expression, and socialization, for it will be distorted into a war 

zone for LGBTQ students not yet out.  

On the other hand, admittedly, there are students who are already out or comfortable 

with informing their parents about their LGBTQ status, yet they are not the concern for the effect 

of SB 242. Currently, they are the most probable to still be emotionally and physically safe after 

coming out, but if there is a reason for the student to not want to express their LGBTQ identity, 

then the student is most likely going to suffer from SB 242. With a perspective of homeless 

youth and adolescents, about 40% identify as LGBTQ, however with this bill, the number of 

homeless LGBTQ youth will increase. It is not uncommon for parents to disown their children 

and to socially and economically ostracize them, leaving them to resort to other means of 

comfort and support. When in this position, youth will go into prostitution; vindicated by an 

NCCD Global report, compared to 1% of detained heterosexual males, LGBTQ males are at 

10% of detainees being held for illegal sexual activity. Though, many youth feel the need to 

perform illicit acts in order to attain monetary gain, food, or a space to sleep for the night.  

SB 242 heightens the marginalization of LGBTQ students which can cause a hike in 

suicide rates. Directly from the Trevor Project, with every incident of harassment, probability of 

suicide increases by 2.5 times on average, LGB youth not accepted by their families are 8.4 

times as likely to have attempted suicide compared to accepted LGB youth, and over 40% of 

transgender youth have attempted suicide, 92% being before the age of 25. These statistics 

illustrate the stark reality that is the present environment LGBTQ students reside in. By losing a 

safe haven, students and youth are more likely to feel less integrated into society and worse 

than second class citizens. This bill leads to students having sentiments of being dehumanized 

into targets, no longer secure, feeling as if their only escape is through killing oneself. 

For teachers, this can be troublesome. Despite SB 242 mandating teachers to express a 

child’s LGBTQ identity, there is a probability of teachers defying this bill. Instructors are 



mandated to report danger to the authorities if they believe the child is in danger through a 

different law, mostly to protect students from domestic abuse and negligent parents. Yet, SB 

242 does not protect students from any sort of danger, but, rather, exposes their secret, leaving 

them vulnerable. And teachers are cognizant of the effects. This secondary effect of the bill 

would place academic instructors between a rock and a hard place, ruining relationships and 

privacy, or losing job security and paychecks. Ultimately, teachers would lose security or 

enjoyment in their career.  

In conclusion, SB 242 incites dangerous situations where the safety and well being of 

both the student and instructors is challenged in order to comply with regulations made out of no 

concern for the privacy of a minority student group. Arguably, the bill has positives in its 

stimulation of honesty but completely disregards the context of the quotidian situation LGBTQ 

students live through. As an LGBTQ student myself, I wholeheartedly disagree with the policies 

of SB 242 for the better well being of my own future and that of my non heterosexual or 

cisgender peers.  

 


